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The Greeks, ancient and modern, are obsessed by mermaids, or Gorgons as they called them, 

creatures with snaky hair and later fitted with fishy tails. 

 

Although some early vases depict gorgons with legs instead of fish-tails, they were certainly 

sea-creatures. Their parents Phorcys and Ceto were sea-deities, they lived at the western 

bound of Ocean, they are shown in art surrounded by dolphins and one of them, Medusa, 

gave birth to the winged horse Pegasus with Poseidon as father. Medusa had been a beautiful 

maiden but she compared her beauty with that of Athena. and Athena in anger gave her the 

frightful appearance that could turn men to stone – brazen claws, staring eyes, huge mouth 

and serpents for hair. (Hence, from the resemblance, the modern Greek for a type of jellyfish 

is medousa.) In the well-known story Perseus beheaded Medusa and later gave the head to 

Athena who placed it as an emblem on her shield. Copies of it were used to avert the Evil 

Eye. 

 

Nereid – Gorgons: beautiful but unlucky 

 

As time went on, the gorgons were confused with other sea creatures – the mermaids 

(Nereids), the Sirens, and the almost human dolphins. They have the mermaids' fish-tail, they 

borrow the beauty and singing voices of the Sirens, and they pop out of the water as dolphin-

girls. Hence in art they now often appear as calm, beautiful women. (The modern Greek 

gorgona means a mermaid or a beautiful woman). 

 

In old stories the musician Arion was rescued by a dolphin-gorgon which carried him to land 

on her back. Peleus married a mermaid-gorgon called Thetis. Their son Achilles died young, 

for it was usually unlucky then as now to have any dealings with gorgons. In Aeneid III 420 

Virgil has "gorgonified" the monster Scylla. In the Odyssey she has many heads, lives in a 

cliff cave and snatches sailors from passing ships. She is still horrible in Virgil but has been 

fitted with a proper gorgon fishy tail. 

 

Modem Greeks share this obsession. Ancient mermaids were daughters of the sea-god 

Nereus, or Neraidhes, and that is the ordinary modern Greek word for 'fairies'. 

 

With gorgons there is the same confusion between the terrible ugly sea demon and the 

beautiful woman with a lovely voice, though even in the latter case there is a feeling that she 

is better left alone. They are depicted as half-woman half-fish, holding a ship in one hand and 

an anchor or Poseidon's trident in the other. In its original demonic sense the term "gorgons" 

is used by older people in Greece to describe ugly, bad-tempered women or wicked 

uncontrollable children. 

 



Where is Megalexandros? 

 

Soon after the death of Alexander the Great the story got around that his mother was a gorgon 

– perhaps because Alexander identified himself with Achilles. This has given rise to the 

commonest Greek tall sea-story. A sailor will tell you how in the middle of a storm a fierce 

gorgon popped up out of the sea and shouted to the captain "Pou ine o Megalexandros?" 

(Where is Alexander the Great?). If the skipper shouted back "O Megalexandros zi ke 

vasilevi" (Alexander the Great lives and reigns), the gorgon changed to a beautiful maiden, 

calmed the waves and sang sweetly as she played on her lyre. If he did not give this correct 

response, the gorgon dragged the ship by the prow to the bottom of the sea! 

 

The Greek novelist Myrivilis in his book The Virgin Mary Gorgon tells of an island fishing 

village where in the local church the Virgin is depicted with a mermaid's fishy tail. 

 

Lemon Scented Breasts 

 

Mermaids swim in and out of modern Greek folk and popular music, sometimes as serious 

creatures, more often in a lighter mood. Some years ago a comic song entitled Dheltini 

Dhelfinaki (Dolphin, little Dolphin ) was all the rage' in the Greek tavernas. The words 

began, “Sitting astride a dolphin I was touring the world . . ." and the chorus began “Dolphin, 

little dolphin, let's go a bit quicker!" 

 

Lastly a fine poem by the contemporary, Nobel prize winning poet, Odysseas Elytis, put to 

music by Linos Kokotos. It is called Dhelfinokoritso (The Dolphin-Girl) and contains many 

of the elements that make up Mermaid Gorgons and their relations with humans. (Note how 

she takes hold of the boat and how the man excuses himself for his interest in her). 

 

Here is a fairly literal translation:- 

 

Just off the islands of Hydra and Spetsae 

There you were in front of me, a Dolphin-Girl. 

"Hello," I said. “where have you left your petticoat? 

Are you going to meet your boy-friend all naked like that?" 

Chorus: 

"Come on, dear, come up and off we go 

Five times or more around the Universe!" 

 

"I have no boy-friend,” she replied. 

"I just came up to see what's going on." 

She dived into the waves and disappeared. 

Then she came lip again and held on to the boat. 

 

God forgive me! I bent down to have a look 

And the wicked creature gave me a big kiss. 



Her breast s smelt like the lemon-tree flowers 

And all the blue of the skies was in her eyes. 
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